FLAGET MILITARY DEATHS

The following are Flaget students who died in military service. There are a total of twelve, not all of whom graduated from Flaget; however, all attended Flaget at some point:

Peacetime casualties:

Vietnam War casualties:
- CPL Charles Glenn Russell (attended): DOB 12/02/1948, KIA 09/07/1968
- LCPL Clifford Leo Scholl (attended): DOB 09/18/1947, KIA 09/12/1968
- PFC Robert Carl Green, Jr. (attended): DOB 06/19/1949, KIA 12/21/68
- SP4 Raymond Lee Pirrman (attended): DOB 04/14/1948, KIA 07/04/1969
- SP4 Perry Lee Woosley (attended): DOB 06/17/1948, KIA 04/15/1970
- SP4 Larry Patrick Johnson (1968): DOB 10/28/1950, KIA 03/05/1971